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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this Annual Report Is to give potential users 
of TKSiA material an overview of the purposes of the Threat 
Recognition and Analysis Project and to review the technical 
reports produced by associates of the project. Together with 
the "Semi-Annual Report" (TR&A Technical Paper *lk) the 
Annual Report synopizes the work of the project during Its 
pilot year of research. As Tehnical Papers Hos. 11, 12 and 
13 are reviewed in Deal (197i*a) they are not included In 
this report. The new work includes Ramsey's "Techniques for 
Monitoring Threat: The Uigeria-Biafra Case" (TR&A Technical 
Report #17) which is a demonstration test case of a 
methodology for analyzing threat processes. The study 
demonstrates the need for incorporating procedures for 
recognizing domestic disturbances which may eventually 
constitute international crises. The second paper reviewed 
is Beal's "Cybernetic Analysis of a Simulated International 
Threat System" (TR&A Technical Report #15). This report 
deals in some detail with the cybernetic principles and 
procedures to be used in a man-machine simulation of an 
international threat system. The theoretical and 
methodological base for this study Is established by 
combining cybernetics and event data with simulation 
procedures to construct and analyze a synthetic 
international future Inlaid with situatlonal threats. The 
final report discussed is Hill's description of BIBLIO and 
BSCAN (TKÄA Technical Report #16). These are high speed, 
TSO-like software packages designed for efficient entry, 
storage and retrieval of bibliographic data. 

Copies of all TRÜA Technical Reports can be secured from the 
Defense Documentation Center or from: Ms. Nancy Fahy, TR&A 
Executive Secretary, VKC 301, University of Southern 
California, College Park, Los Angeles, Calif. 90007. 
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Threat Recognition and Analysis 
The Annual Report, 1975-71 

Introductioi 

Threat  Recognition  and Analys 
designed  to  broaden the national se 
new international dangers which are I 
character.  The  task !s to expand th 
national   security"   to  encompass 
threaten U.S. security but which do 
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reconceived to include nonmilitary co 
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charac?pr of rl * '-l ^QOCC^^^n with the changing 
securUv nrt.l ,n,i,tary component of an expanded nationaT 
form dabl. ?h^m;   f  '»."^lly  convinced  that the most 
fieTd " ?av or ,?hiS natl0n are ln the nonmilltary 
IrlA^t     Tay,or' .a! wel1  as  many others, singles out the 

?• he nat?on^Ccr,S,S-fS ' Prime eXümpl0 of a serlous ^rea? L'J tne national security. 

weauon11^ *Jfii<!l 1
el?m!?t in the •"•«'ey crisis, became a 

tast war Th^i h" , ,nfluence in ^ rtc.flt fourth Middle 
Western Eur^n f 0>] "PK*0 POlicy' directed primarily at 
pressure thr'n,3^" a^ thfe United States' was designed to 
toward the li?dHTJpr °,lrco?s^ing states into new policies 
cu^blr. M .1 ^V' he ,mmediate consequences of an oil 
rell  nrof     e  threaf of a sustained oil embargo brought 
mr. oroAr^b .af,nSt ^e fJorth^n Hemisphere to assume a mor«  pro-Arab  stance.  The  ultimate Arab objective was to 
isolate diplomatically the United States' positkT of nearfv 
uncond.t.onal  support  of  Israel.  It was a bold polmell 
in ralr^h 'I  requi!:ed'  and  f^  the most part ?eceiied 
ictob^f war^nf'0^ ^K Unity 0f PUrpOSe durl^ the uctober  i/ar  and   throushout  the months of  political 
manueyenng to follow. The key element in the Arab sUategi 
was to force Western Europe and Japan into an energy ninch 

dffere^ C-'d t"al t _ wl th - i 1 atera 11 TXre' ?he 
eial^era^H *IA h *". nafonal energy needs would be 
exaggerated, and where thev would in turn press for a change 
or  modification in the Unlttd States' pro-Israeli stance ?o 

nn^H^fhe '"K demand
T! 

f0r Sllch a Chan^ »" rllTrnfo" I'ftmg  the  embargo.  Thus, the Arab oil policy threatened 

t':  po^l^arcorV'6 ^"^  POSt-WOrld  ""   "   *"'* *""     - 

classical   mp?c;SJyp:Cnof0fa
0n   for-Poli^cal   purposes   Is   the 

representative of the recent 
international  syscem which 
understanolnj of  rhreatenh 
national  security  program. 
Indicated  his willingness 

nonmilltary threat. It Is also 
changes In the character of the 
suggest the n?ed for a new 

»:  behavior  under  an expanded 
King  Faisal  of  Saudi Arabia 

.srael  even  before ThractoLr^st III "es.lo^ w^s'not 
the^Arr .ilr Sh0rt,y after the OUtbleak of the cornet 
.25 JISI 

s^ates announced monthly cutbacks In oil exports, 
and within days Abu Dhabi, Algeria, Bahrain, Dubai, Kuwait 

hlilt* ^a ar a?d Saudl Arabia cut off on suppig to J; 
iuralt Ld i alto^thcr. But the real impact was felt in 
Europe and Japan, and consequently the real pressure on 
Wash.ngtor to change its position toward the Pldd?e East was 

fo?m Ihey0iraBbsn/n-Vnd0n ^ Par]S' ^ thlS Was a nev^trick tor  the Arabs. Oil as an instrument of political influence 

Mocked and5"0"'? Ul '" ^950 When tne Sue2 CanaHas blocked,  and  equally unprofitable In 1967. Rut by October, 
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1973 the international system had chongeci. The time was 
ripe. The nature of international interdependency had 
shifted significantly. Economically the oil-consuming 
nations had few energy alternatives of their own when the 
oil was denied them. The United States simply could not 
afford to supply Europe the oil it needed as the U.S. had 
successfully done in 1956, and to a lesser degree in 1967. 
The oil-producers held the upper hand, and enjoyed a higher 
degree of Arab unity than they had in the past. The Arab 
position to»4not always unanimous as the October 16th 
meeting of oil producer? would attest. Nevertheless, they 
bensfitted from splitting up members of the Western 
alliance, encouraging dissension, intra-al1iance conflict 
and unilateral responses. Sheikh Yamani, Saudi Arabia's 
Petroleum Minister, frequently represented the collective 
interests of the oil-producing Arab states, and there was 
sufficient solidarity of purpose to enable him to be firm 
with the oil-consumers about what constituted a legitimate 
resporse to the rJi1 embargo and warned them against any 
'bloc' action against the Arabs. Politically, the oas'c 
relationship between the East and the West had altered 
significantly, opening the way for new Arab initiatives. In 
this respecw some Middle East watchers have maintained that 
Sadat is convinced that while antagonisms between the East 
and the V/est have been good for Israel in the past, detente 
between the poles will be to Egypt's advantage in the futlfe. 
(Sheehan, 1973; Griffith, 197%) The mixture of oil and 
better trained troops constituted a good enough arsenal, and 
changes In the international system suggested It was an 
opportune time to cross the Suez Canal to regain that which 
had been lost. 

Oil and the energy crisis are dramati examples of new 
situational threats, but they are in no way the only 
examples. The present international system appears to be In 
such a state of flux and transition that the old notions of 
what could disrupt the system seem curiously out-dated. 
Under the o'd view, the Suez Canal crisis, the Korean War, 
Berlin, Cuba, etc. were all expressions, in one way or the 
other, of Cotd War antagonisms. The models of International 
order for the pp.st two decades anticipated tension between 
the power poles and relative harmony within the camps. Today 
however, such a view seems terribly naive and misleading. 
Det^nte^bespeaks a new relationship between the superpowers, 
while dlssenion within the poles is more common. 

The "Year of Europe, 1973" may be remember not for the 
reasons originally anticipated but because of the new 
Eurcpean crisis. In the words of France's Foreign Minister 
Mich?:  Jobert, a crisis brought about through humulI tat ion; 
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It is a "crisis of confidence, a crisis of will and a crisis 
of lucidity." (Goldsborough, 197U: 538) In a year that was 
supposedly reserved to matters of reel import/ namely 
European affairs, Europe felt snubbed by the United States 
and the Soviet Union on their way to detente and SALT; she 
was upstaged by the Nixon-Kissinger links with China; she 
was humiliated by the Arabs over the oil shortages,-- In a 
word, tough Europe was "shaken-down" by tiny Persian Gulf 
sheikdoms; and perhaps most damaging of all, she discovered 
that years of political conciliation and attempted 
un ileation  did  not  "spii1-over"  into  an  agreement on 

supplies when the region was fac^d with a 
universal  challenge, ir a time of real need it 
that everyone was on his own. (Laqueur, 197U) 

Brandt called on the European Community to share 
their scarce oil supplies and jointly shoulder the burden of 
the hardship; President Pompidou countered with a request 
for the adoption of a more pro-Arab policy, making it very 
clear France was not going to share everyone else's 
misfortune. U.S.-European relations became seriously 
strained, Indeed politically threatened; Kiss'nger 
spelled-out the Washington r»^ponse by rejecting the Idea 
that Europe's identity could be measured by Its distance 
from the United States as some Europeans had argued. At a 
press conference on March 21, 197k Kissinger elaborated the 
U.S. posItIon. 

shar i ng  oil 
legi tImate, 
was  obvious 
Chancel lor 

judgme 
identI 
there, 
or i nd 
w i th 
--i nde 
can t 
deci si 
us . 

n terms of substance, there has been. In our 
nt, too much of a tendency to seek European 
ty in opposition to the United States. And 
again, let me make cloar: We do not Insist, 

eed, believe it desirable, that Europe agree 
every American policy. We do not oppose 
ed, we think it is desirable-- that Europe 
ake, and does take, its own independent 
ons,  even  if  sometimes they disagree with 

But when the definition of European identity 
on the part of some countries is the 
differentiation from, end in some cases opposition 
to, the United States --when that becomes the 
characteristic of identity-- then the United 
States is concerned, and then the tendencies that 
we have attempted to describe become operative. 

As far as the United States is concerned, we 
still believe that the nations of the Atlantic 
area must be able to find an expression of some of 
their  common  purposes. In this process, they, of 

—.._—^-..-. 
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course, will v^ant to define how „iuch unity they 
want, and how much diversity they can stand. There 
are perfectly legitimate questions to be raised. 

But we have to overcome this legalistic, 
somewhat doctrinaire, jurisdictional dispute. 

And, secondly, we believe that it is not 
conducive to healthy Atlantic relations to seek 
European identity essentially in opposition to the 
United States. 

In addition, we have been concerned by the 
deliberate policy of some individual countries 
that seemed to us to have taken a hostile turn in 
various areas -- but no purpose would be served by 
going into those, (Kissinger, I97h:   3-1») 
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But clearly, 
watch  than  othe 
attention  today 
critical  questio 
many  potentially 
closely  and v.-hi 
focus  and  to  d 
dislocation and 
settled on,  the 
situation  can b 
devised,  to mea 
determi ne  if  it 
addresses itself 

some of these issues ar 
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and less in the future, 
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Review of the Technical Reports 
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to accommodate an expanded 
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commitments  and  their  rela 
concept.  Technical  Papers 
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(Beal,  197%a)  These papers 
argument that (1) threat has 
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in international relations research; (2) when it has served 
to guide research its meaning was either too rough and 
undifferentiated to make meaningful distinctions on the one 
hand/ or too narrowly defined to be generalizable; and, (3) 
threat could be elevated to a more important status in 
international research by ascribing to it an expanded, 
though controlled, definition. 

The second set of tasks was to conduct a demonstration 
study of a situationai threat where the outcome was known to 
be ruinous, to explore the possibility of using event data 
in the construction of an artifical international threat 
system, and to finalize the software for a high speed, 
user-oriented system for bibliographic entry, storage and 
retrieval. Tehnical Reports 15, 15 and 17 cover these areas. 

Nigeria-Biafra: A Demonstration Test Case 

Thi s   repo 
moni tor ing   thr 
d i s i ntegrat ion 
emphas izes  the 
pol icy  sensory 
for  moni tor Ing 
deterioration an 
argument  i s  de 
recognizing  ser 
order  to  provi 
international si 

rt  presents 
eat  process 
of   nation 
importance o 
apparatus s 
and  evalua 

d d i ssolut io 
voloped  tha 
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de ear 1y war 
tuat ions. 

a prototype methodology for 
es generated by the internal 
al social systems. The study 
f incorporating into the foreign 
ystematic, continuous procedures 
ting pre-violent Indicators of 
n within national societies. The 
t such general procedures for 
ic disturbance are necessary in 
nings of potentially threatening 

The problem of developing such a technique is seen as a 
twofold one: (1) what specific type of data provide 
indicators of social system states that are reliable, 
informative, and minimally costly in acquisition time and 
effort; and (2) what monitoring technique best affords the 
analyst the opportunity to identify crucial change patterns 
suggesting deterioration of the system under observation. 

The (II ger I a-Blaf ra situation was selected as a test 
case for the development of the monitoring technique 
because: (1) the mutual perception of threat by the parties 
involved constituted one of the basic processes which 
propelled the vital social systems within Mlgerlan society 
toward an eventual outcome of disintegration and civil 
violence; and (2) the sitnation provides a dramatic, 
historical demonstration of the international Implications 
of serious domestic upheaval. 
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inHi/!^ aPproach  to  ^e formulation of domestic threat 

P e^i e'thar^h 'Zttllt '" the StUdy is ^ou^d 'the 
?omp aint fnH PVbI,sh^ record of public declarations of 
complaint and anx.ety about specific social conditions and 
governmental   activity   constitutes  a   valuabe social 

sv^maH' ?0rrVer' the rePOrt SU^ests tharby pply?ng 1 
and rafpl  f

techn.que for identifying fluctuation, or levels 
may sha Den ulT " %heSe i"dicator readings, 'the analyst 
•I^i« -!f! " . eye for ldentifying and recognizine the 
early manifestations of an evolving crisis.    «W'"! tne 

In order to explore this notion, several major Nieprian 

expressions  of  complaint,  anxiety or  concern over  fh^ 
occurrence  of  a  threatening event,  the  worsen?^ of  I 

or  the undesirable conduct of a major political, 
ethn.c group. These items were coded in terms of' 
source  (';e., from what sector or group did the 

ctrd3??'6^ (
h

2)^hether the ^plaint was directed or  und rected (i.e., whether a reference was TiaH* ac «■« wL 
was believed responsible for the Indil^bU C^dltKn)! anS 
3) what issue was referenced. .uiLion;, ana 

cond i t ion 
social  or 
(1)  their 
expression 

analvl?s J* k
offers  the  initial  conclusion  that the 

Tenlrll „it - UCh ,exPressive indicator data does provide a 
general warning of the acceleration of the processes J 
internal disintegration, put the caveat 1 offered that 
further  examination  of  specific  threshold ?evel-  and of 
i neSssLT S^ions *h^ -V -veal JliTur'^rw 
ib necessary before the inference suggested bv rhi«; 
prototype are treated with confidence. The Hndtngs of  h s 

constitu Pr'1'- SUgßeSt' h0WeVer' t^t- the method
gdeveloped constitutes an important addition to th* inventory of Global 

monltorlni  techniques which contribute  to  the efflc?ivl 
an  era of management    of     a     nation's     foreign     affairs 

complexity,   uncertainty,   and   intf Vpendence. 

A Simulated   International   Threat   Svstem 
Principles   and   Procedures ^tem 

Threat^lvs^m"     .Analysls    of    a     Simulated     International 
inreat       System       is     a     statement    of     the     orlnciDlP<;     anH 

a^Wsr^rr^VV65^'   ^tructton,'  ^S  ?on    nd 
analysis    of     a  simulated   international   threat   system    Thesp 

Zluc'atVon  andf     ^OCedures     addreSs     thems^Wes' o?  m^^ 
anS       nJ ?     .•     cybernet'cs   to   threat   research   specifically; 

researc e C?   mv    ^elation5     "*?'<*     eeneraHy;     mile 
research    utility    of     an     expanded  notion of   threat,   namely 
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situat.onal threat"; and, (3) the use of event data In the 
simulation of synthetic international futures. The approach 
adopted to explore these issues is to ask experimental 

m  a simulated context  to monitor,  and where 

ruinous  state affa i rs A description of the simulated 
future known as TRASS (for Threat Reco-niton and Analysis 
cZ n^i. ^'f-5 is Provided and the relation between 
^mni f H * notions of control and self-regulation and 
simulated futures is discussed. The argument is advanced 
that cybernetics and systems analysis techniques are 
particularly well suited to the analysis of complex systems 
which are constantly chancinß. systems 
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Regarding^ the subfiles, both BIBLIO and BSCANare 
designed for simultaneous operation on a number of subfiles. 
These subfiles may be structured on the basis of general 
research topics or they may be structured around individual 
users. This permits users to maintain a subfile for personal 
use reflecting special research interests while at the same 
time affording access to references on a wider range of 
research topics. This same rule applies to bibliographic 
entry-multiple users may enter data on both their personal 
subfMes and on those subfiles reserved for more general 
project-wide usage. »w»»w»oi 

As for data entry and retrieval, these programs are 
essentially unstructured, the format being left to the 
user s discretion.  The  structure that does exist reflects 
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certain conventions adopted for standardization of the 
reference citations. The important point is that users may 
structure the format of their subfiles according to their 
own needs. 

The purpose of this paper is to explain the use of 
these programs and illustrate their specific application. 
The pöper 15 divided into two sections. The first section 
discusses the general design of the program BIBLtO and 

' les the exact procedures for its use. The second 
mirrors the first except that here the discussion 

on the program BSCAN. 
sect Ion 
centers 

Summary 

In summary, the research accompl 
year include: (1) a wide-ranglng 1itera 
outside its military context; (2) a r 
the threat notion; (3) an explorat 
commitment and its relationship to th 
threat; (k) demonstration of a pilot s 
threat whose outcome is already k 
ruinous; (5) exploration of the use 
construction of an artificial Interna 
(6) development of a high speed us 
system for bibliographic entry-/ storage 
accomplishments underglrd the resear 
second year — namely to continue the 
situations in international affairs par 
situations emerge from the expanding ne 
and vulnerabilities in the Internationa 
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